












            
          
       
           

      


             

         


   











            
         

          
           

            
     


           
      
         
            


 





          
          

                                                 
1 Source : ECB 2008 Annual report 


















         
   

           
        
           
           
 

  


  
          

 
      


              


         















     










   


         
          
         
     








           


          










                                                 
2 This is actually almost the only conditionality being forced upon the banking sector. Fresh capital and 
public guarantees carry a relatively high interest rate cost so that banks have indeed the incentive to pay 
back the government support as soon as possible. 
3 France did force its banks to keep credit flowing to the economy in return for public support. This 
was looked upon critically by the European Commission and, in the end, it seems that French banks 
prioritised lending to big companies while letting small and medium companies in the cold. 


